What this course is about

This class provides an introduction to contemporary African politics. The core questions that motivate the course are: (a) to what extent are political outcomes in contemporary Africa a consequence of its history, society, and geography? (b) Why are state structures and institutions relatively weaker in Africa than most other regions? and (c) What accounts for Africa’s relatively slow economic growth? In the course of the semester, we will see that there is large variation within Africa in the strength of states, the levels of economic growth and respect for democratic institutions; we will aim to explain these variations. To do so, we will study events in particular African countries, but we will also examine broad patterns across countries and use social science concepts and methods to try to explain them. In our exploration, we will mostly build on the work of political scientists but also draw heavily on writing from journalists, anthropologists, psychologists, economists and historians.

The course is structured in four parts. In the first part we take a tour of Africa’s recent political history, examining pre-colonial structures, the impact of the slave trade and colonialism on the polities, societies and economies of post-colonial states. We then examine the social and political forces that shape African countries’ forms of government and the structure and capacity of their states. In the third part we briefly survey the determinants of Africa’s economic development, focusing specifically on policy choices, legal systems, natural resources and the ambivalent role of foreign aid. The fourth part is devoted to the role (ethnic, religious and gender) identities play out in politics.
Course Objectives

The primary objective of this course is for students to gain familiarity with and be able to apply theoretical concepts in the comparative study of African politics. Students will also leave this course able to name, describe, and compare major theories and approaches to the study of African politics, including historical-institutional perspectives, rational choice theories, and structural views. This course also aims to develop student skills of clear and cogent articulation and critical thinking with an emphasis on empirically-based argumentation and reasoning skills. An independent research project, quizzes, and in-class discussions will all be used to evaluate student progress in developing these skills.

Course Requirements

1. Class participation: 10%
2. Map quiz: 10%
3. Country Expertise Exercises: 25%
4. Course Content Responses: 35%
5. Final paper: 10%
6. Group presentation: 10%

1. Class participation (10%)

You are expected to come to class prepared to discuss the readings, and be an active contributor in class discussions. If you struggle with speaking up in class, please reach out to me within the first two weeks of the semester. You can miss two classes, no questions asked, with no penalty. In the absence of exceptional circumstances, all subsequent missed classes will be reflected in your participation score.

This course will involve a substantial amount of reading. I do not expect you to read and remember every word in every assigned reading. These handouts will be exceptionally helpful in teaching you how to (a) get the main point of what you read, (b) remember what you read, and (c) engage with the material.

2. Map Quiz (10%)

On Monday, January 18, you will take a map quiz in class. You will be asked to identify from memory several African states south of the Sahara desert by filling in a blank map. You must also know each African state’s population size and former colonizer. This exercise is designed to ensure that students are familiar with the countries we will discuss in the course. If you fail to attain a grade of at least 70% on the quiz, you must retake the quiz until you earn 70%.
3. Country Expertise Exercises (25% total, 5% each)

Over the course of the semester, you will become the class expert on one African country. You will follow the news in that country, complete assignments relating to issues in your country and course themes, and conduct research into your country’s political history and institutions. Countries will be assigned by the professor on the second day of class; students who have a home or family connection to a particular country will be required to study a country other than their home country in order to ensure that everyone in the course learns something new over the course of the semester. For each Country Expertise Exercise, upload your answer to Canvas by the time specified with each due date.

1. Identify five news sources that provide reliable reporting or information about politics and economics in your country. Briefly describe each of these sources, and explain who writes them, why they are valid sources of information, and how you could use them as sources for your research this semester (deadline: January 23).

2. Report on four news items from your country in 300 words or less per post over the course of the semester. Explain what happened (link to the news source) and what it means for politics and stability in your country (based on your own analysis and opinion). Choose stories that are about political and economic news – not crime stories, nor sports reports. You must complete the first two assignments prior to spring break (March 1) and the other two before the last day of classes of the semester (April 24). You may only post one analysis of a news story per day, so be sure to start early on the assignment.

4. Course Content Responses (35% total; 7% each)

Use the course readings and your own research to answer the following questions in 500-700 words (no more, no less). When using course readings or research materials, make sure to cite all your sources.

1. Based on the course readings and your own research into your country’s political history, how did colonization change politics in your country? Was your country governed by direct rule or indirect rule? What changes to political institutions arose as a result? Deadline: February 1.

2. What political system did your country adopt after decolonization? What were the main tensions and challenges that arose after independence? How did the country’s post-independence leadership address these challenges? Deadline: February 15.


4. How would you define the state of your country’s economy? How have its human development core indicators change over the past two decades? What are the main contributors to this positive / negative trend? Deadline: March 27.

5. What are the main identity cleavages in your country? What policies and institutions are in place in order to address ethnic tensions? Are these institutions and policies effective? Deadline: April 19.
5. Final Paper (10%)

In a paper of 1500 words (at least 1400, no more than 1600), discuss international media representations of your country, its politics, and its people. Compare and contrast these media representations to what you have learned from your other assignments, research, and course readings and lectures this semester. Do you think the international media is fair in its representation of your country? Is the picture it gives complete? What does it do well? What could it do better? Be sure to cite all sources used to make your claims (deadline: April 24).

6. Presentations (10% total; 5% each)

In week-2, you will be assigned to a group according to your regional expertise (western, central, eastern, southern and horn). The group will be responsible to prepare two group presentations on a stellar country in their region in terms of (a) democracy and (b) economic / human development. The group will explain why the country has been able to outperform (e.g., reforms it introduced; far-sighted leadership it is “lucky” to have, etc.)

2. Development presentation April 17.

Logistics

Office Hours

Please come to office hours. Outside of office hours, I will be busy doing other parts of my job (writing scientific papers, supervising graduate student dissertations, serving on faculty committees, etc.). Office hours are the time I have set aside to specifically focus on you personally. Even if you don’t have specific questions, the interactions generated during a good office hour discussion should help clear up any confusion you might have on a topic. To sign up for office hours, please use calendly.com/ggros.

Communication

I will communicate with you via email; almost always from within Canvas. Please be certain that your UPenn email address is an email address you check on a frequent basis. Please check your email at least once daily. Please consult your syllabus before emailing me; the odds are good that any questions about due dates, grades, or class assignments are already answered in the syllabus, or on the course Canvas website.

Grade policy

The grade you earn is the grade you will receive in this course. Grades are not negotiable and I will not award points on the basis of your intention to do well. The only thing that matters in determining your grade is your performance in the course. Your course grade is determined according to the following scale:
Assignments will drop one point of a grade for each day they are late. For example, if a Course Content Responses is worth 7 points, your max grade will be 6 after one day of being late, 5 after two days of late submission, etc.

Every effort will be made to grade fairly and impartially; however, mistakes sometimes occur. If you have a serious reservation about how you have been graded, write a description of the mistake as you see it, staple it to a printed copy of your paper, and deliver it to my mailbox in the political science department (followed by an email). Re-grade requests will only be accepted within a week after the return of the graded work. Note that all problems on a submitted paper may be regarded, not just the problem in question; it is therefore quite possible that your grade could go down. If you believe you were penalized differently from another student who committed the same error, then you must include your friend’s paper in your grade appeal.

**Etiquette**

You are not alone in the class, so please be considerate of your fellow students: arrive on time, take notes of what has been discussed, and do not leave early unless absolutely necessary. Turn off cell phones during lectures.

**Accommodation for students with disabilities**

The University of Pennsylvania encourages the full participation of students with disabilities. Students with disabilities are invited to meet with me to discuss special accommodations that may be needed for successful participation in this course. Specifically, the University accommodates students with disabilities who have registered with the Office of Student Disabilities Service. Students must register with the Student Disabilities Services (SDS) to be granted special accommodations for any on-going conditions. For more information on the services that you are entitled to, please refer to the following guide.

**Religious Accommodation**

The University accommodates students whose religious obligations conflict with attendance, submitting assignments, or completing scheduled tests and examinations. However, you must notify me in the first week of class if you will require any accommodation on these grounds. For more information, please refer to the Penn’s Policy on Religious Holidays.
Policy on Academic Misconduct

Academic dishonesty will not be tolerated. As outlined in the Student Handbook, “cheating” and “plagiarism” will result in severe disciplinary action on the part of the instructor. Either offense will be grounds for receiving a failing grade (zero points) on the assignment or examination and possibly an “F” for the course, depending on the severity of the offense.

Course material

There is no course reader for this class. All readings are available electronically through the class website on Canvas. Significant portions of the following books are assigned, however, so you may wish to purchase them at Penn’s Book Store, where they are on order.


Note that Bates’ book can be found as an EBook on Penn’s library website. Note also that Christensen & Laitin’s new book will be circulated as a PDF.
Class Schedule

1. Introduction

Lecture 1: Course Introduction (1/11/2018)

Learning objectives:

- What are we talking about when we talk about “Africa?” Where our ideas about Africa come from?
- How accurate are the portrayals of African states and people that we see in Western media?

Readings:

- Englebert & Dunn: chapter 1.

Lecture 2: From Great Expectations to Unfulfilled Dreams (1/16/2018)

Learning objectives:

- What was the starting point of most African countries at independence (cross-continent comparison)?
- How do African countries fare compared to other regions with respect to human development, democracy and conflict levels?

Readings:

- Christensen & Laitin: chapters 1–4.

2. Geographic & Historical Constraints

Lecture 3: Politics & Institutions in Pre-colonial Africa (1/18/2018)

Learning objectives:

- How was Africa governed before the arrival of Europeans?
- How were pre-colonial African political structures similar to and/or different from pre-Westphalian state structures in other parts of the world?
- How does African history shape the way Africans think about individual rights, communal responsibility, & other foundations of government and societal organization?
Readings:

- Martin & O’Meara: chapters 4, 9 & 11.
- Herbst: chapter 2.

Lecture 4: The implications of pre-colonial political structures (1/23/2018)

Learning objectives:

- How do pre-colonial structures matter for contemporary politics?

Readings:


Lecture 5: Africa and Europe before 1900 (1/25/2018)

Learning objectives:

- What was the nature of European encounter with Africa before the (formal) colonial era?
- How do the slave trade and missionary activity matter for contemporary politics?

Readings:

- **Strong recommendation**: Things Fall Apart, by Chinua Achebe, a classic rendering of Nigerian tribal life before and after the coming of European missionaries.
Lecture 6: Colonial rule (1/30/2018)

Learning objectives:
- How did European colonizers establish dominance over most of sub-Saharan Africa?
- How effective were the different types of colonial governance structures across Africa?
- What new institutions did the colonizers introduce, and what did they maintain?

Readings:
- Martin & O’Meara: chapter 7.

Lecture 7: Colonial legacies I – colonial institutions (2/1/2018)

Learning objectives:
- How does the mode of colonial rule impact present-day political institutions and societies?
- What is the empirical evidence regarding the long term effect of direct vs. indirect rule?

Readings:

Lecture 8: Colonial legacies II – borders and people (2/6/2018)

Readings:
Lecture 9: Land, chiefs and projection of power (2/8/2018)

Readings:

Lecture 10: Taking stock (2/13/2018)

Readings:
- Christensen & Laitin: chapters 5-9.

3. Governing after Independence

Learning objectives:
- Were the newly independent states of Africa truly independent?
- What are the main challenges these states faced in the early years of independence?
- What regime types and political systems did African states adopt following independence?

Lecture 11: Decolonization, independence and political failures (2/15/2018)

Readings:
- Martin & O'Meara: chapters 8 and 18.
- Englebert & Dunn: chapter 2 (only pages 40-62).
- Gordon, Donald: chapter 4 (only until page 83).

Lecture 12: Film (in-class): Lumumba (2/20/2018)

Readings:

Lecture 13: Personal rule & Neo-patrimonialism (2/22/2018)

Readings:
- Englebert & Dunn: chapter 4.
Lecture 14: Patronage, Corruption and Clientelistic Politics (2/27/2018)

Learning objectives:

- How and why did corruption become a prominent feature of modern African politics?
- What role does patronage play in democracy, conflict, and governance?

Readings:

- Martin & O’Meara: chapter 11.

Lecture 15: Democracy I? (3/1/2018)

Learning objectives:

- How did the end of the Cold War affect African political development?
- Did states that claimed to democratize really do so?
- Does the term “democracy” mean the same thing in Africa as we use it in the West?

Readings:

- Cheesman: chapters 1–3.

Lecture 16: Democracy II? (3/13/2018)

Readings:

- Cheesman: chapters 4–6.

Lecture 17: Film (in-class): An African Election (3/15/2018)

Readings:

Lecture 18: students group democratization presentations (3/20/2018)

Readings:
- Burchard: chapters 7-8.
- Cheesman: conclusion.

4. Patterns of Economic Performance

Learning objectives:
- How does poor governance affect African economic development?
- Why did African states did not take advantage of their comparative advantage in agriculture production?

Lecture 19: Economic Stagnation and Decline (3/22/2018)

Readings:
- Martin & O'Meara: chapter 19.

Lecture 20: the political basis of agricultural policies (3/27/2018)

Readings:


- TBD.

Guest Lecture 22 (Danny Choi): political parties (4/3/2018)

Readings:
- TBD.

Guest Lecture 23 (Jeremy Springman): NGO service provision (4/5/2018)

Readings:
- TBD.
Lecture 24: Windfalls I: Natural resources (4/10/2018)

Readings:


Lecture 25: Windfalls II: Foreign Aid (4/12/2018)

Readings:

- Moyo, Dambisa. 2009. Dead Aid: Why Aid is Not Working and How there is a Better Way for Africa; until page 68.


Readings:

- Christensen & Laitin: chapter 14.

5. Identity Politics


Readings:

- Englebert & Dunn: chapter 3 “Ethnicity” (only pages 63-91).

Readings:


- Christensen & Laitin: chapter 10.